ot  conclude that MSHA's  conclusions are supportable.
is  particularly  true  where MSHA has produced absolutely
acts  to  indicate  precisely what the conditions or practices
d  in these  prior violations were all about.     As an example,
.te Monterey's  reference  to  Inspector Melvin issuing a
sequent   "non-S&S"  citation  for precisely the same conditions
which he  now claims  constitute a significant and substantial
.ation.
In  my view,   if   it  can  be  established that a mine operator
a  practice  of  deliberately  flaunting the law,  this should
iddressed  by the  issuance of  closure orders or the institution
criminal  proceedings.     The  issuance of  inconsistent and
^plained  section  104 (a)   citations,   some of which are   "S&S,"
some  of which  are  not,   all based on identical factual  situations,
ply does  not make  sense.     Further,  reliance on unevaluated
or  histories of  violations,   with no documentation, also do
make  sense.
If  MSHA  is of  the view that past history violations,   as
1  as  information  of   asserted practices which may suggest
ack of attention  to  dust and ventilation plans, may support
heory of   "significant  and  substantial"  violations,  it  is
lumbent on  MSHA to  support those conclusions by credible
dence,   rather  than by  speculative unsupported theories.
an  example,   I  cite  Inspector Melvin 's testimony that certain
lers  told  him that as  a matter  of  routine or practice,   the
laust tubings are  not advanced to within 10 feet of the
:e  as mining advancing.     Where are the miners to support
Ls   conclusion?     I  also  cite MSHA's reliance on computer
Lnt-outs,   with absolutely no  testimony or evidence to
licate  the  particular  facts  or  circumstances which prompted
citations.
Turning   to  the  record evidence to  support MSHA's assertion
at Citation No.   2036802  was  significant and substantial,   I
ke  note  of   the  fact  that  Inspector Melvin testified that his
thane readings  taken  20  to  22  feet from the face at the time
e  citation  issued ranged  from  .1  to   .2,   and that these were
ot  high"    (Tr.   8) .     He  also  indicated that while readings
.5  may have caused him concern,  gas is generally not
tected at  the face  in  the mine   (Tr.   11).    He conceded that
en   though  the mine  is   classified as a  "gassy mine," and
en  though methane may  be  encountered when the coal is  actually
it,   he  has  not detected methane  levels  in excess of the
•ohibited  standards   (Tr,   12-13),     Further,  he did not rebut
le  testimony of Monterey's witness Mottershaw that in  all
\e  years  he  has worked  at  the mine,   the mine had never
sen cited  for excessive  levels of methane,  and he conceded
uit  at  the  time  he  issued  the  citation,  he detected
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